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Getting ready for sleep is tons of fun in this special anniversary edition of a Sandra Boynton

classic.The sun has set not long ago. Now everybody goes belowto take a bath in one big tubwith

soap all overâ€”SCRUB SCRUB SCRUB! This classic bedtime story is just right for winding down

the day as a joyful, silly group of animals scrub scrub scrub in the tub, brush and brush and brush

their teeth, and finally rock and rock and rock to sleep. This anniversary edition has an enlarged trim

size and metallic ink on the cover, making this Boynton classic even more special.
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For a little one who is reluctant to go to bed, sometimes a silly book is just the ticket. And when it

comes to silly books, Sandra Boynton is the undisputed queen. In The Going to Bed Book, an ark

full of animals watches the sun go down and then prepares for bed. They take a bath ("in one big

tub"), find pajamas, brush their teeth, do exercises up on deck (imagine an elephant jumping rope, a

moose lifting weights, and a pig doing handstands), and finally say good night.  The moon is high.

The sea is deep.  They rock  and rock  and rock  to sleep.   Boynton's inimitable animal characters

have graced the pages of scads of picture books over the years. She has an extraordinary knack for

knowing what appeals to small children: simple rhymes, goofy animals in goofy settings, and sweet,

comforting stories. This book, along with her many other board-book titles (Moo, Baa, La La La!, But



Not the Hippopotamus, and others) will surely remain a favorite. (Baby to preschool) --Emilie Coulter

Serious silliness for all ages. Artist Sandra Boynton is back and better than ever with completely

redrawn versions of her multi-million selling board books. These whimsical and hilarious books,

featuring nontraditional texts and her famous animal characters, have been printed on thick board

pages, and are sure to educate and entertain children of all ages.

me and my little man love this book. This is his new favorite book,he loves me to read this book over

and over again before going to sleep. I love this book coz it tells the things that you need to do

before going to bed, such as cleaning yourself, brushing your teeth and etc. it is very helpful in

conditioning the kids mind to always do these stuffs before going to bed. It is also a picture book

that your kid will enjoy to look at, it has different animal characters. The pages are hardbounded

which is very important because toddler sometimes loves to rip pages. And the best part that I love

from this book is the last part saying goodnight,that help me bring my little man to go to sleep.. This

is very helpful for us mommies,I'm recommending this book for your little ones and for you.

My 2 year old granddaughter loves this book! We have read it every night before going to sleep

since she was about 1. She has certain pages she loves and she mimics me as I read it. My

daughter didn't know we had the same book, and read it to her one night at their house and was

astonished at how she interacted.

Pages are bright and shiny, made in a way that makes it a little more baby-drool resistant than some

other board books.The story is cute and it has some high contrast images. My baby enjoys it, and

it's fun to read to her because of it's rhyme scheme.

My 2 year old adores this book! Asks for it over and over again at bedtime. She has had it

memorized since she was one and a half!

Great bedtime book for young babies and younger children. The book is a quick read and includes

fun pictures, colorful artwork, and some normal habits included in the bedtime routine. Sturdy book

as well.

Read every night before my daughter goes to bed! 4 star because the story is very short.



I read to my granddaughter and she enjoys this book . I recommend to anyone. Thank you.

It is a very cute book, my 2 year old loves it and has me read it to him every night.
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